it is awesome to consider how the uses of accessible, student and teacher friendly software and use of free Internet sites have immeasurably enhanced literacy opportunities for students.
The classroom museum as a culminating literacy-laced-unit, celebration with community outreach and feedback, is an exciting, engaging, and memory-making student endeavor. "Literacy laced"
means that while the end product of the museum project is a multimedia-visual arts-rich exhibition, there are After choosing a museum and locating the URL, the teacher might identify online experiences offered by the museum, e.g., activities or links for the students to be certain to review. Finally the teacher can provide the students with time and opportunity for a directed cyber visit to the exhibit.
If a particular class is comprised of students who have learned to conduct online searches and evaluations using a teacher or student designed rubric, the teacher may forego the preliminary listing of potential museums and leave the identification of appropriate museums to the students, making it even more investigatory, critical and analytic reading-centered-and student-owned. Even if the teacher does the preliminary perusal of sites and directs the students to activities, the students will have to engage in a tremendous amount of functional and informational reading and writing as they visit their museums. Tbey need to evaluate how useful the sites they visit are in terms of print information, public domain images and accessibility for demonstrating and sharing specific pages or features of them with an adult or peer small group audience in 8-10 minutes. Most importantly, students experience streaming videos, interactive graphics, potential shifting screens and online interactive/collaborative writing and reading opportunities of a plethora of museums.
Neighborhood and international-museum-going students can expand their explorations of multiple world class museums from their classroom chairs. In some respects, the Internet levels the cultural resources inequity with each keystroke of a museum URL. Beyond broadening students' ability to develop a potential laundry list of objects and stories for the theme museum, the fact that the students have been part of an online audience for a variety of distanced and local museums helps them to "expand" their definition of visitors to their own museum exhibits.
Step Two: Building the Collection Without Technology. The teacher has the students review any texts or printed materials or experiences they had Spring/Summer 2008 during the study of their unit. From these documents, texts, and experiences, the students compile a list of objects they could use in their exhibit. They decide who would be responsible for getting a particular object and create a timeline plus chart of responsibilities.
With Technology. Students can access the sites they visited, create an excel chart (or registry of objects), and create an excel schedule of roles and responsibilities.
The registrar or head curator can maintain online contact with participant students to monitor progress in building the collection. The entries for a collection catalogue can be readily assembled as a word file.
Step If the classroom or school has access to podcastl MP3 recording capacities, the students can record a podcast, interviewing donors of materials to the collection, or detailing through narrative how the exhibit evolved, or interviewing professional adult museum curators. Thanks to the technology, these experts can be from world-class museums that specialize in particular collections, or (over-booked) staff from local museums that cannot visit the school. The MP3 recordings can provide appropriate period music, popular music, or even student-composed music can be wafted through the exhibit.
This technique is actually in place at many cultural institutions to add an aural dimension to the museum experience. If MP3's are not available for the class, students could record museum exhibit tour guides' tapes on audiocassettes, so some classroom museum visitors could do self-guided tours.
capabilities beyond the scope of the museum project. Creating docs, jpegs, Power Points, and other files, also ensures that the teacher and the young curators have records of their achievement, which can be used as a modifiable template for future research and student inspiration.
Step This comprehensive guide and step-by-step planner is a course itself in the uses of museums as vehicles for student-centered content and investigatory collaborative learning. Even the teacher who is highly expert in museum integration will pick up pointers from it, and middle school and beyond student curators will find it an excellent introductory course. Dr. Reissman has written books published by ASCD, ISTE, NCTE, and Penguin.
